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Abstract. The modeling of dynamic processes in milling and the determination of stable
cutting conditions have become increasingly important for the optimization of manufac-
turing processes. Analytic approaches and time domain simulations based on simplified
dynamic systems are used to identify chatter-free machining conditions. Stresses applied to
the system are generally estimated by cutting force models. The goal of this paper is to
compare the influence of the cutting force models on the stability limits. Numerical simula-
tions of a simplified, generic milling machine model are therefore performed, while varying
the cutting force approach. In order to distinguish stable from unstable cutting conditions
a numerical stability criterion is used. The resulting stability charts are then investigated
and analyzed to show the effect of the different cutting force models.

1. Introduction

The productivity of metal cutting processes is among other effects limited by the occurrence
of chatter. The arising vibrations of the cutting tool lead to poor surface finish of the ma-
chined workpiece and the machine wears out rapidly. Although chatter is caused by several
physical mechanisms, the regenerative effect is considered to be the most important reason
for unstable cutting conditions. Hence this effect has been widely studied since the late 1950s
by several authors, e.g. Tobias and Fishwick [20], Tlusty [19], Altintas [1], Stépán [17] and
Weck [22]. Their research has shown that the regenerative effect is based on the modulation
of the cutting force due to the relative movement of workpiece and cutting tool, which finally
leads to self-excited vibration.
In milling, depending on the cutting conditions such as spindle speed, axial depth of cut
and radial immersion, these vibrations can either decay and produce a stable cut, or grow
in an unstable manner to result in chatter. Some authors assume that the feed per tooth
does not influence the stability [1], while others observe an effect on the stability limit [3].
However, using the parameters spindle speed and axial depth of cut, the borderline between
stable and unstable cut can be depicted in a stability lobes diagram (SLD), which helps in
practice to find the optimal cutting conditions.
The accurate prediction of chatter needs complex dynamic models including a detailed de-
scription of the cutter geometry, a precise cutting force model, a machine model with many
degrees of freedom and eventually a dynamic model for the workpiece. However, for the sake
of simplicity many authors investigate reduced models, which provide acceptable results in
several special cases, e.g. Altintas [1], Faassen [3], Insperger and Stépán [8] and Li [12]. The
relation between displacement, feed per tooth and resulting cutting force is either described
with an approach based on perfect plasticity, e.g. Oxley [13] and Li [10, 11], or with an
empirical cutting force model. Since the construction of SLDs needs many evaluations of
the underlying differential equation, it is more effective to use empirical models allowing
for a cutting force calculation without great numerical effort. A vast number of cutting
force models can be found in literature. They may be linear or non-linear and some have
an additional constant term representing the edge forces. Accordingly, the structure of the
differential equation describing the system dynamics depends on the selected cutting force
model. In turn this might affect the SLDs. Hence, the goal of this paper is to analyze the
relation between cutting force model and SLD in detail.

A straightforward way to calculate SLDs for all types of cutting force models is to apply
a time domain simulation method (which is done here with the Matlab dde23 solver) in
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connection with a chatter criterion to distinguish stable from unstable cutting conditions.
The result of each calculation may then be used to determine a point in the SLD. Finally the
results can be compared with each other to figure out the effect of the cutting force model
on the stability of the milling system, described by a delay differential equation.
Section two deals with the mathematical model of the considered milling system and gives
a summary of the most common cutting force models, followed by a demonstration of how
the constants in the cutting force models can be determined from experimental data. In
Section 3 a simulation tool is developed and validated by comparison with other techniques.
In Section 4 the results of the calculation are compared with each other in order to work out
the differences. Finally the results are summarized.

2. Modeling

2.1. Machine Model. The milling process can be represented schematically by a turning
cutter removing material from the workpiece, the latter translating in the direction of feed
as depicted in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the milling process.

The machine and the attached cutter are modeled as a two degree of freedom (2DOF)
oscillation system, where the mass mc of cutter and machine is concentrated in the center
point. Although this is a simplified milling machine model, which cannot reproduce more
than two eigenfrequencies of a real milling device, it is sufficient to consider this system to
show the effect of the different cutting force models. According to Newton’s second law the
equation of motion for this system reads:

ü +

[
2ξ1ω1 0

0 2ξ2ω2

]
u̇ +

[
ω2

1 0
0 ω2

2

]
u =

1

mc

F ,(2.1)

where the Eigen angular frequencies in x- and y-direction are denoted by ωi = 2πfi =
√

ki

mc
.

The modal damping in each direction is represented by ξi = di

2mcki
. The right hand side of
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eq. (2.1) takes into account the cutting force F = [Fx, Fy]
T acting on each tooth in cut.

The decision whether a tooth is cutting or not is taken with the help of a screen function
introduced by Insperger et al. [7]:

g(ϕj) =

{
1, ϕst 6 ϕj 6 ϕex,

0 otherwise
(2.2)

Here, ϕst and ϕex are the starting and exit angle for one flute j. For example, in Fig. 1
ϕst = 0 and ϕex = π

2
. Using the function g, the right hand side can be written as:

F =
Nz−1∑
j=0

apg(ϕj)O(ϕj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aj(t)

1

ap

F̂(2.3)

with

O(ϕj) =

[
− sin ϕj − cos ϕj

− cos ϕj sin ϕj

]
,

where Nz is the number of tooth and ap is the axial depth of cut. F̂ = [F̂R(h), F̂T (h)]T

represents the radial and tangential cutting force acting on the tip of each flute. The angle
of the tooth “j” is calculated as shown by Altintas [1]:

ϕj(z) = ϕ + j
2π

Nz

− 2 tan β

D
z, with ϕ =

2πN

60
t(2.4)

and spindle speed N in rpm. To simplify the exposition, in the sequel we assume the helix
angle β to be zero. This implies that the z-direction need not be taken into account in
eq. (2.1).

Finally the system parameters have been chosen, such that the selected values could corre-
spond to the lowest eigenvalues of a real machine. The eigenfrequencies fi = 100Hz and the
modal damping ξi = 0.2% are assumed to be the same in each direction. The mass has been
chosen to be mc = 20kg.

2.2. Cutting force models. Most of the empirical cutting force models can be written as

F̂ = F(h, ap).(2.5)

This means that the cutting forces are a function of the chip thickness h and the axial depth
of cut ap. During a milling operation the workpiece is pushed with the feed per tooth fz in
the direction of the cutter, which rotates with the spindle speed N . The cutter then tries to
cut a chip with the corresponding approximate static chip thickness hstat = fz sin ϕj, which
generates a force applied to the cutter. The applied force induces a displacement of the cutter
and, according to the Eigen frequencies of the milling system, a wavy surface is generated.
The following flute oscillates because of the induced motion of the cutter and cuts into a
wavy surface produced by the tooth before. So the chip thickness consists of a static and
a dynamic part: h = hstat + hdyn. The dynamic chip thickness is determined by the actual

position of the cutting tooth and by the position of the tooth one period
(
τ = 1

NNz

)
before:

hdyn =
[
u(t)− u(t− τ)

]
ej,(2.6)

with ej = [sin ϕj, cos ϕj]
T the unit vector in radial direction corresponding to ϕj.
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If the chip thickness h = hstat + hdyn becomes negative, the flute is out of cut and no force
is acting on the cutter. One can express this condition with the maximum function:

h+ = max(h, 0) =

{
h if h > 0,

0 otherwise,
(2.7)

which induces a non-linearity in the computation of the cutting forces. In the case of linear
models (Weck, Altintas) the usage of the positive part function is not mandatory, since one
can evaluate the cutting force expression even for h negative. The situation is different for
non-linear models (Stépán, Faassen, Kienzle-Victor), because the exponent of h is in (0, 1].
Thus, the cutting force cannot be computed for negative values of h and it is necessary to
use h+ instead of h. A number of different cutting force models can be found in literature.
A widely used approach is described by Weck [22]. Here, the cutting force is proportional
to axial depth of cut and chip thickness:

F̂ = Kaph,(2.8)

where K = [KR, KT ]T denotes the specific cutting force. This constants depend on the
cutting speed and have to be determined experimentally. Altintas [1] extended this approach.
He introduced edge forces to account for the contribution of friction for h = 0 mm to the
cutting force:

F̂ = Kaph + Keap.(2.9)

Another possibility is to use a non-linear relation between cutting force and chip thickness,
as was proposed by Tobias [20] or Stépán [17]:

F̂ = Kaph
xf

+ .(2.10)

In this approach xf ∈ (0, 1] is another empirical parameter. An attempt which allows a
better representation of experimental data was developed by Kienzle and Victor in the early
1950s. This approach is described in detail by Tönshoff & Denkena [21]:

F̂i = K̃i(h+)aph+,(2.11)

K̃i =


k3

i h
−m3

i
+ , 10−3mm 6 h+ 6 10−2mm

k2
i h

−m2
i

+ , 10−2mm < h+ 6 10−1mm

k1
i h

−m1
i

+ , 10−1mm < h+ 6 1mm

.

The large number of free parameters allows for a cogent reproduction. Faassen [3] presents
a combination of the models shown above. He proposes an extension of Stépán’s model by
edge effects introduced by Altintas:

F̂ = Kaph
xf

+ + Keap.(2.12)

In Table 1, the models to be discussed are summarized.
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Model Weck Altintas Stépán Kienzle &
Victor

Faassen

eq. no. (2.8) (2.9) (2.10) (2.11) (2.12)
linear x x
non-linear x x x
edge coeffi-
cients

x x

Table 1: Summary of the cutting force models to be compared.

2.3. Experimental determination of the cutting constants. Every model presented
above, contains free parameters which are determined with the help of experimental data.
For this purpose machining tests were performed with the material AlZn6Mg2Cu2Zr an
aluminium alloy with the material number AA7050. The cuts have been made using a 5 axis
milling machine from A&B MAP, Berlin type LPZ 500. For the experiments a carbide end
mill with 15 mm diameter, three cutting edges, a chip angle of 14◦, a clearance angle of 10◦

and a spiral angle of 30◦ was used. The end mill was fixed in a heat shrinking toolholder
with a HSK-A mounting shank according to DIN 69 882-8. A schematic representation of
the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The workpiece is mounted on a 3-component
dynamometer type Kistler 9257B that is connected to three charge amplifiers type Kistler
5011. For data acquisition a measuring board from National Instrument with a maximum
sampling rate of 500 kHz and a resolution of 16 bit was used.

PC 

 

heat shrink-
ing toolholder

workpiece end mill

3-component
dynamometer

machine table

3 charge
amplifiers

data acquisition

Fx

Fy

Fz

Figure 2: Experimental setup for determining the cutting forces

The data logging has been done with a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The cutting speed has been
varied from 100 m/min to 400 m/min which correspond approximately to a spindle speed of
2122 rpm up to 8488 rpm. At each spindle speed, the feed per tooth has been varied form
0.05 mm/tooth to 0.45 mm/tooth with increments of 0.05 mm/tooth. The cutting depth has
been varied form 2 mm to 6 mm with increments of 2 mm. From the experimental data we
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computed the cutting constants using a least squares method as described in [1, Sec. 2.8.1].
To this end the measured cutting forces F exp(ti) at discrete times ti has been averaged over
one tooth period, i.e.

F̄ exp =
1

τ

∫ τ

0

F exp
x (t)dt

These average values, assuming a rigid machine, can also be expressed by the analytical
cutting force (cf. eq. (2.3)), averaged over one tooth period (with spacing angle ϕp = 2π

Nz
):

F̄ (fz) =
1

ϕp

∫ ϕex

ϕst

F (hstat, fz) dϕ.(2.13)

Thus, both averaged expressions can be used to construct a functional describing the distance
between the calculated and measured forces for several feed per tooth:

J(Ki) =
m∑

j=1

[
F̄ exp

i (f j
z )− F̄i(f

j
z )

]2
.(2.14)

The minimization of this functional with constraints (all exponents have to be in the interval
[0, 1], for the Kienzle-Victor model additional continuity assumptions are required) yields
an optimal set of parameters Ki and exponents xf , mα

i . Hence the presented technique
allows adjusting each cutting force model to a set of experimental data. The results of
the optimization process are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The minimum value of the
objective functional is given in the last row. It indicates the accuracy of each fit of the
measured data. It is obvious that, depending on the analytical form of the cutting force
model, the approximation of the experimental mean cutting forces is more or less accurate.
Therefore a certain error is already introduced at this stage. This means, that for given
chip thickness and immersion each cutting force model yields a slightly different force in
x,y-direction (cf. eq. (2.3)), which may affect the stability limit.

Weck Altintas Stépán Faassen

KR 596 N
mm2 346 N

mm2 289 N

mm
1+xf

273 N

mm
1+xf

KT 1093 N
mm2 839 N

mm2 607 N

mm
1+xf

719 N

mm
1+xf

KRe – 31 N
mm2 – 28 N

mm2

KTe – 50 N
mm2 – 29 N

mm2

xf – – 0.63 0.82
Jmin 80711.7 N 1602.9 N 7916.4 N 729.8 N

Table 2: Summary of determined cutting constants for the models
of Weck, Altintas, Stépán and Faassen
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0.001 < h̃ < 0.01 0.01 ≤ h̃ < 0.1 0.1 ≤ h̃ < 1

ki
R 39 99 298

ki
T 336 493 667

mi
R 1.0 0.8 0.32

mi
T 0.53 0.45 0.32

Table 3: Summary of determined cutting constants for the model

of Kienzle/Victor, Jmin=383 N (h̃ = h/h0, h0=1mm, ki
R and ki

T

are given in N/mm1−mi
r and N/mm1−mi

t).

3. Stability analysis

3.1. Time-domain-simulation versus Floquet theory. The dynamic chip thickness (2.6)
induces a constant delay in the equation of motion (2.1), hence it can be rewritten in the
following abstract form:

y′(x) =f(x, y(x), y(x− τ)),

y0(σ) = Φ(σ) σ ∈ [−τ, 0].(3.1)

In order to analyze the stability of a periodic solution (y(t + T ) = y(t)), one may linearize
(3.1) and apply results from Floquet theory for delay differential equations (DDEs). As
described in [6, 7] this approach allows for a fast and accurate construction of SLDs, based
on a well-defined stability criterion. Moreover, the computed stability characteristics don’t
depend on the initial conditions.

On the other hand it gives no information about the temporal evolution of the models and
the quality of the machined surface. A way to avoid this drawbacks is to apply a time-domain
simulation algorithm on (3.1). Unfortunately the computing time is much higher than for
the previous method. But time domain simulation is very easy to implement and the in-
corporation of non-linear terms is straightforward. Depending on the time discretization, it
results in a fine temporal resolution of the solution, thereby implicitly yielding information
about the structure of the machined surface. (3.1) can be solved in several ways. Campo-
manes [2] and Sims [15] apply a solver for ordinary differential equations in combination with
a dedicated algorithm to compute the dynamic chip thickness from the amount of material
cleared away from the workpiece. This can also be computed using the CSG-method as
shown by Suhrmann [18]. On the one hand, these methods solve the problem offering at the
same time a detailed representation of the machined surface, on the other hand, dealing with
all this information is quite demanding in terms of storage capacity and computing power.
Eventually we have decided a direct tackling of the DDE (3.1) by using the Matlab solver
dde23. For details about this Runge-Kutta based algorithm we refer to [14].

3.2. A chatter criterion. Once a transient solution for fixed initial conditions has been
obtained, it is necessary to decide whether the solution is stable or not. This can be done
with a chatter indicator. Sims [15] presents a criterion which uses Fourier analysis of the data
to distinguish oscillations due to separate excitation from those due to self excitation. Thus
it is possible to judge whether the amplitude of self exited vibrations decays or increases.
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In the case of increase the state is identified as unstable. Li [12] proposes another chatter
indicator, comparing the dynamic cutting force with the static one. Campomanes [2] makes
use of a similar indicator, but he considers directly the dynamic and static chip thickness.
In order to obtain such a dimensionless chatter indicator, either the cutting force or the chip
thickness is taken to compute the maximum value of the static and dynamic quantity over
several revolutions of the tool. The maximum resulting from the dynamic quantity is then
divided by the maximum of the static quantity. This renders the number searched for, which
may be denoted as follows:

η =
max(|Fdyn|)
max(|Fstat|)

(3.2)

or

η =
max(hdyn)

max(hstat)
.(3.3)

If η is greater than a certain threshold value ηth, the solution is considered to be unstable. If
η ≤ ηth, the solution is stable. However, there is no general agreement on where the threshold
lies. Li recommends the use of ηth = 1.3. Campomanes identifies a value ηth = 1.25. Sims,
who investigates the chatter indicator η as well, suggests a threshold value ηth = 1.05.
However, for large simulation times and homogenous initial conditions a threshold ηth = 1
should yield the correct stability limit.

Another method to classify the results of the time domain simulation was introduced by
Smith and Tlusty [16]. They use a peak to peak (PTP) forces scheme to identify stable
cutting conditions.

Here we compute the solution to (2.1) with matlab dde23 solver, while the chatter indicator
developed by Li (3.2) is used to identify the stable system states. The resulting algorithm
is summarized in the following scheme:

• Choose iteration parameters n > k ≥ Nz and ηth ≥ 1;
• Solve problem (2.1) for the time interval (t0, tE = nτ ], where τ = 1

NNz
;

• Calculate η according to (3.2) for t ∈ [tE − kτ, tE];
– if η > ηth, the system state is unstable;
– if η ≤ ηth, the system state is stable;

• Vary ap and recalculate η until the stability limit is approximated sufficiently well.

However, all the above presented techniques and the algorithm chosen here have an obvious
drawback. Furthermore the stability limit depends on the number of simulated revolutions
of the tool [15]. Hence, the parameter n must be carefully chosen, while the choice of k is
rather uncritical.

3.3. Validation of the numerical algorithm. Before we can apply our approach to the
different cutting force models, we have to clarify the role of the iteration parameter. To this
end we have to study the asymptotic behavior with respect to growing n and the choice of
ηth for fixed spindle speed N = N0. Moreover, the dde solver provides the possibility to
adjust the admissible relative error of the numerical solution (cf. [14]). In the computation
of the asymptotic behavior of the stability limit the admissible relative error has been set to
10−4.
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Figure 3: Convergence of the stability limit in 1D.

To validate the time domain method, we compare the limit value alim
p with the stability limit

predicted by the Floquet theory used by Insperger [6, 8]. For the reader’s convenience, we
summarize this approach in the Appendix.

threshold value stab. limit / [mm]
ηth

I = 1 0.62
ηth

II = 1.2 0.627
ηth

III = 1.4 0.632

Table 4: Comparison of asymptotic stability limits.

We begin with the stability limit of a one dimensional system investigated by Insperger [6],
who uses the machine parameters fn=146.5 Hz, ξ = 0.32 % and mc = 2,573 kg. A lin-
earization of Stépán’s cutting force model yields the cutting forces acting on the cutter. The
cutting constants are KT = 108N/mm1+xf , KR = 0.3KT and xf = 0.8. The investigated
up-milling process with single tooth cutter has entry and exit angles of ϕst=0 ϕex = 58.26◦.
For a spindle speed N0 = 3400 rpm the updated semi-discretization method (see Appendix)
yields a stability limit alim

p = 0.59 mm for a discretization parameter m = 80. In order to
test our algorithm, a series of numerical experiments have been done. For the same fixed
rotation speed as above, the stability limit alim

p was computed for 10 up to 1000 revolutions
of the cutter. This was done for three different threshold values of the chatter indicator:
ηth

I = 1, ηth
II = 1.2 and ηth

III = 1.4. The convergence results are depicted in Fig. 3. The
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obtained asymptotic stability limits in terms of ap are summarized in Table 3.3. As one can
see our approach yields a slightly higher stability limit. As aspected the best results are
achieved with the threshold ηth

I . From a simulated time of 200τ up to 1000τ the calculated
stability limits are almost constant and approximately equal to the asymptotic value. How-
ever, since the computing time increases markedly with the number of simulated rotations,
we restricted the simulation time to 300τ , which seems to be an acceptable compromise
between computing time and accuracy. Unfortunately, this choice of simulation time cannot
be generalized. Depending on the considered dynamical system (eigenfrequencies, modal
damping etc.) one observes different convergence rates of the stability limit. After having
determined the simulation parameters a SLD can be computed. According to Insperger we
consider spindle speeds in the range of 2800 rpm up to 4000 rpm. The resulting SLDs of
both methods are given in Fig. 4.

N / [rpm]

a plim
 / 

[m
m

]

2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3800 4000

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

time−domain

semi−discr.

Figure 4: Comparison of semi-discretization and time domain sim-
ulation on the basis of a 1D milling system.

We observe that the time domain simulation results are in good agreement with those com-
puted by Insperger’s approach.

As a second example we consider a two dimensional milling system as described by
Insperger [8]. The parameters of the treated system are (the values in x- and y-direction are
the same): eigenfrequency f = 922 Hz, damping ratio ξ = 1.1 % and mass mc = 0.03993 kg.
The cutting force model was chosen according to Weck, with cutting constants Kt = 6·108 N

m2

and Kn = 2·108 N
m2 . A two fluted cutter was used here. For a spindle speed N0 = 15000 rpm,

for full immersion cutting and for a discretization parameter m = 40 Insperger [8] obtains a
stability limit alim

p = 0.1144 mm. In Fig. 5 the stability limit is shown with respect to the
simulated tooth periods.
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Figure 5: Convergence of the stability limit in 2D.

The graph is similar to the 1D case depicted in Fig. 3. Again, the diagram shows that the
threshold ηth

I = 1 is the most appropriate. Using this threshold the calculated asymptotic
stability limit is from a simulation time of 150 up to 1000 tooth periods approximately con-
stant. The final value is alim

p = 0.1391 mm. Hence we restricted the simulation time for this
problem to 150 tooth periods. The results are in good agreement with Insperger’s method
as one can see in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 confirms again the former assessment that the stability limit
computed by the time domain simulation is higher. Furthermore, the distance between the
curve computed with semi-discretization and the one calculated with time domain simula-
tion is slightly with increasing spindle speed. But aside from this both methods yield the
same SLD.

The comparison with an independent stability analysis techniques shows that our time do-
main simulation algorithm provides reliable results. The threshold was determined to be
ηth = 1. Using this threshold, the error remains – especially for long simulation runs –
within an acceptable range. Nevertheless, since the final results depend on the number of
simulated tooth periods, it is always helpful to estimate the minimum simulation time by
means of a convergence test, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. Having performed these tests,
the time domain algorithm can be used to compute the SLDs for arbitrary cutting force
models. This finally allows a comparison of linear and non-linear cutting force models in
terms of the predicted stability limit, which one can use in turn to estimate the effect of the
non-linearities, as we show in the following section.
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Figure 6: Comparison of semi-discretization and time domain sim-
ulation on the basis of a 2D milling system.

4. Comparison of cutting force models

4.1. Preliminaries, estimation of simulation time. The basis for the comparison of
the presented cutting force models is the simple machine model imposed in Section 2.1. In
order to investigate the effect of each cutting force approach, only the right hand side of
the resulting equation of motion (2.1) is modified. The right hand side, which is given by

expression (2.3), includes a force vector [F̂R, F̂T ]T , that we choose according to one of the
analytical cutting force models introduced in Section 2.2. Then we compute the respective
stability chart for at least two values of the feed per tooth.
In principle, the given procedure allows to get an impression of how the stability lobes
diagram changes with the cutting force model. However, the computed charts contain an
additional error due to the computation of the cutting constants. Since the accuracy of the
approximation of the experimental data (cf. the residual Jmin in Tables 2 and 3) varies
with each cutting force model, the differences may become visible in the final results. In the
following we suppose that the effect of this error is small in comparison to the differences
resulting from the analytical form of the cutting force models.
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The first step for the computation of the stability charts is the estimation of the simulation
time, as described in Section 3. Since the estimated simulation time is uniformly fixed for
every cutting force model, we perform the convergence tests for Stépán’s non-linear model,
assuming this model has the worst convergence characteristics. In order to get an idea of
the effect of the feed per tooth, we investigated the asymptotic behavior of the system for
fz = 0.05 mm and for fz = 0.45 mm. The spindle speed was fixed to 1200 rpm. The result
of the convergence test applying a threshold ηth = 1 to identify the stable cutting conditions
is depicted in Fig. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows that the stability limit for fz = 0.05 mm remains
approximately constant for simulation times greater than 400 tooth periods. Moreover the
convergence is mesh independent for the chosen parameters. A reduction of the admissible
relative error of the numerical solution from 10−3 to 10−4, leading to smaller time steps, does
not improve the convergence result markedly. For fz = 0.45 mm (cf. Fig. 8) we observe a
different behavior of the stability limit. Here, the convergence curve becomes smoother and
the stability limit decreases when the admissible relative error is reduced from 10−3 to 10−4.
A reduction form 10−4 to 10−5 brings no further improvement as the third curve shows.
Thus, we state mesh independence for an error limit smaller than 10−4. This does not only
demonstrate the essential role of the simulation time for precise results, but also that of
error control during the numerical solution of the DDE. As the second curve for fz = 0.45
mm does not show the same convergence characteristics as the curve for fz = 0.05 mm,
it is difficult to determine the optimal simulation time, which in this case must be greater
than 900 tooth periods. Such simulation times are not practicable. In order to be able to
compare the results for fz = 0.05 mm and fz = 0.45 mm we have chosen a simulation time
of 501 tooth periods according to the convergence characteristic for fz = 0.05 mm, accepting
a greater error of the result for fz = 0.45 mm.

4.2. Comparison of the linear and non-linear models. After having determined the
simulation time, we compute the stability lobes diagrams for every cutting force model
varying the feed per tooth. The stability limits for the models of Weck and Altintas can
be computed using either the chip thickness h or the positive part of the chip thickness h+.
The latter transforms originally linear models into non-linear ones. This might change the
stability limit calculated for these models. In order to display this effect we computed the
stability charts for Altintas’s model using h as well as h+ and compared them.

The results for fz = 0.05 mm and fz = 0.45 mm are depicted in Figs. 9 and 10 (here for
reasons of clarity, we only displayed the results of Altintas’s model for h+). In both figures
the stability limit is given with an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm. It is obvious that all cutting force
models predict stability peaks for spindle speeds N1=2000 rpm, N2=1000 rpm, N3=666.67
rpm, N4=500 rpm and N5=400 rpm. These are the natural stability maxima resulting from
the eigenfrequencies of the oscillation system and from the tooth number of the cutter.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the stability charts for fz = 0.05 mm.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the stability charts for fz = 0.45 mm.
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Figure 11: Detailed comparison of the stability charts showing the
effect varying of fz.

Hence the essential stability characteristics of the milling system investigated are reproduced
independently of the chosen cutting force model. The cutting force models yield almost the
same stability limit in the area between the peaks, as one can see in Figs. 9 and 10. Moreover,
we note that for all models the stability limit rises continuously until the maximum is reached,
decaying abruptly for further growth of the spindle speed. This seems to be another natural
characteristic of the oscillation system investigated, displayed by every cutting force model.
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We also detect differences between the predicted stability limits. Especially for spindle
speeds close to N1 - N5 the variations are relatively large. Here, the stability peaks are
of distinct height and width, depending on the cutting force model and on the feed per
tooth. Since all peaks reveal the same deviations, it suffices to analyze only the largest peak,
located around N1 = 2000 rpm. Firstly, one notices the different scales of the abscissa in
the diagrams for fz = 0.05 mm and fz = 0.45 mm. The overall maximum for the higher
feed is about 1.7 times greater than that for the lower one. The difference proves that it is
not admissible to neglect the effect of fz. For fz = 0.05 mm the maximum curve is given
by Weck’s cutting force model. The graph belonging to this model lies above the other
curves for the whole range (1500 rm – 2000 rpm). The next stability limit curve below
the graph of Weck is given by Altintas’s model followed by that computed with Faassen’s
approach. The lowest stability limit curve, which is located under all other curves, is the
stability limit calculated with Stépán’s force model. For fz = 0.45 mm the order of curves is
the opposite way around. The maximum curve is given by Stépán’s model, followed by the
graphs computed with Faassen’s and Altintas’ approach. The lowest stability limit curve
belongs to Weck’s model. This clearly indicates, that depending on the cutting force model
the effect of fz is more or less crucial. In order to investigate the effect of fz in detail, we
compare the stability limit computed for fz = 0.05 mm with that for fz = 0.45 mm for each
cutting force model separately. The results of this comparison are given in Fig. 11. The
graphs belonging to Weck’s and Altintas’ model using the chip thickness h show that for
these approaches increasing fz has no effect. The stability limits coincide over the whole
range of spindle speed. However, the replacement of h with h+ in Altintas’ model introduces
an effect of fz. Like all non-linear models, Altintas’ model now shows an important growth
of the stability peaks with increasing fz. Among the non-linear models, Stépán’s approach
exhibits the strongest dependence on the feed per tooth. In the neighborhood of N1 - N5

the stability limit grows dramatically. For fz = 0.45 mm the stability peak is more than two
times higher as for fz = 0.05 mm. Compared to Stépán, the models of Kienzle/Victor and
Faassen show a weaker dependance on fz.

4.3. The effect of linearization. The general strategy to investigate the stability of peri-
odic solutions of linear and non-linear DDEs is to look at the behavior of small perturbations
of these solutions. We assume that the solution consists of a periodic term (u0(t) = u0(t−τ))
and a small perturbation (uP (t)):

u(t) = u0(t) + εuP (t).(4.1)

As we shall see, the periodic part satisfies eq. (2.1) for h = hstat. The fact that the pertur-
bations uP (t) are small allows performing the stability analysis for the linearized eq. (2.1).
In order to derive this linearization, we insert the cutting forces according to Faassen (cf.
eq. (2.12)) into eq. (2.3):

[
Fx

Fy

]
(u) =

Nz−1∑
j=0

Aj(t)

[
Krh

xf (u)
Kth

xf (u)

]
+ Aj(t)

[
Kre

Kte

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

bj(t)

;(4.2)
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where bj(t) = bj(t− τ). Then we perform a Taylor expansion of the expression above, which
yields the linearized right hand side of eq. (2.1), if we neglect the second order term:

F (u) = F (u0) + ε · ∂

∂ε
{F (u0 + εuP )}ε=0 + 0(ε2) := F lin + o(ε).

As usual, the notation f(ε) = o(ε) means f(ε)
ε
→ 0 for ε → 0.

Thus we get the expression

F lin = C̃(t)

[ fz

xf

0

]
+ b̃(t) + C̃(t)(up(t)− up(t− τ)),(4.3)

with a periodic matrix

C̃(t) = C̃(t− τ) =
Nz−1∑
j=0

Aj(t)xf (fz sin ϕj)
xf−1

[
KR sin ϕj KR cos ϕj

KT sin ϕj KT cos ϕj

]
(4.4)

and

b̃(t) = b̃(t− τ) =
Nz−1∑
j=0

bj(t).(4.5)

Defining D1 =

(
2ξ1ω1 0

0 2ξ2ω2

)
and D2 =

(
ω2

1 0
0 ω2

2

)
we assume that u = u0 + εup solves

eq. (2.1) with linearized right hand side as expressed in (4.4). This yields

ü0 + εüp + D1ü0 + εD1u̇
p + D2u

0 + εD2u
p = C(t)

[
fz

xr

0

]
+ b(t) + εC(t)(up(t)− up(t− τ)).

From this we infer that we can split the linearization of (2.1) into two equations. The first
one is an inhomogeneous ODE which has the periodic solution u0(t):

ü0 + D1u̇
0 + D2u

0 = C(t)

[ fz

xf

0

]
+ b(t),(4.6)

where C(t) := C̃(t)/mc and b(t) := b̃(t)/mc. The right hand side of eq. (4.6) is equal to
eq. (4.2) for h = hstat 6= h(u). This equation was derived for Faassen’s cutting force model.
If we set b(t) = 0, we get the corresponding expression for Stépán’s model. The second
one is a linear non-autonomous DDE which controls the stability of the periodic solution of
eq. (4.6)

üp + D1u̇
p + D2u

p = C(t)(up(t)− up(t− τ)).(4.7)

This equation is valid both for Faassen’s and Stépán’s cutting force models. The linearity
of the cutting force models allows directly the splitting up of the equation of motion into
an ODE for the periodic solution and a DDE for the perturbation. For Altintas’ model one
gets the corresponding equations setting xf = 1 in eq. (4.4) and eq. (4.6). The equations for
Weck’s model are derived setting additionally b(t) = 0 in eq. (4.6).
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Figure 12: Detailed comparison of the stability charts of the non-
linear and linearized models for fz = 0.05 mm.

The fact that the linear cutting force models do not depend on fz can be explained by look-
ing at the derivation of eq. (4.7) for these models. Since the matrix C(t) is independent of
fz the effect of fz disappears.
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Figure 13: Detailed comparison of the stability charts of the non-
linear and linearized models for fz = 0.45 mm.

In principle one may compute the stability limit given by eq. (4.7) with the presented time
domain simulation algorithm as shown for the 1D case. But in 2D the additional components
Cxy and Cyy tend to infinity for ϕj = 2kπ, k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., leading to the failure of the chatter
indicator η. This problem arises from the linearization, because the Taylor expansion of the
right hand side of eq. (2.1) is not admissible for h → 0. Hence, the time domain algorithm
cannot be used in this case. Since Insperger’s semi-discretization method uses time averaged
values of C(t) to calculate the stability limit, the difficulty can be overcome. The time
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averaging smoothes out the peaks of C(t) and one can expect even in this degenerate case
reasonable results for the stability limit. Therefore we proceed as explained in the Appendix.
In order to show the effect of linearization, we compare the stability limits computed with
the linearized cutting force models with those we obtained from the non-linear ones. This
means that the stability charts for the linearized equations were calculated with the semi-
discretization approach, while the diagrams for the non-linear models were determined using
the time domain algorithm. The comparison of non-linear and linearized models was carried
out for two cutting force models (Stépán and Faassen) and two values of the feed per tooth
(fz = 0.05 mm and fz = 0.45 mm). The results are presented in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
The first observation is that the results of the linearized cutting force models lie slightly
below the limits given by the non-linear ones. This seems to reflect a systematic difference
between time-domain and Insperger’s approach, already observed in Sect. 3.3. Besides, we
can conclude that the linearized cutting force models provide the same stability limits as the
non-linear ones, confirming thus the theoretical assumption that we can use the linearized
equations, since the perturbations of the periodic solutions are small.

5. Conclusions

In the present paper we have developed a time domain simulation approach for the analysis
of various popular linear and non-linear cutting force models. In order to show the effect
of the cutting force model on the stability chart, a very simple milling system has been
chosen. Stability charts have been calculated and compared to illustrate the effect of the
cutting force model. Finally the non-linear models have been linearized, stability charts
have been computed and compared to the results for the non-linear equations. The results
show that each cutting force model is capable of reproducing the principal stability behavior
of the investigated milling system. The main difference between the linear and non-linear
cutting force models is the dependance on the feed per tooth fz: While the non-linear models
display an increasing stability limit for higher values of fz, the linear ones are not dependent
of the feed per tooth. In order to apply other, more faster stability analysis methods than
time domain simulation, e.g. Insperger’s semi-discretization method, one needs linear or
linearized models. We have shown that the linearization does not change significantly the
stability limits predicted by the fully non-linear models. It is therefore admissible to replace
a non-linear cutting force expression with its linearized form, provided that one is interested
in the accurate prediction of the stability limit of a milling process. However, if one searches
for an exact representation of the cutting force in time, the use of a non-linear model, which
takes into account the most important characteristics of the cutting process, is recommended.

Further research is necessary to investigate the effect of the initial conditions. The threshold
ηth to distinguish stable form unstable cutting conditions may change if the initial conditions
are modified. Other tasks are the development of an improved multi body system to capture
the machine dynamics and a study of the influence of workpiece stiffness on the stability
analysis.
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6. Appendix – Updated semi-discretization method

For the reader’s convenience we recall the semi-discretization method, which have been used
in section 3 and 4.3. Following the lines of Insperger [8], we consider the n-dimensional delay
differential equation:

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)x(t− τ), where A(t + T ) = A(t), B(t + T ) = B(t),(6.1)

with the time delay τ and the time period T . For milling systems with fixed spindle speed
τ = T . The first step of semi-discretization is the construction of the time interval division
[ti, ti+1] of length ∆t, i = 0, 1, . . . so that T = k∆t, where k is an integer that can be
considered as an approximation parameter regarding the time period.
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Introduce the integer m so that:

m = int

(
τ + ∆t/2

∆t

)
,(6.2)

where int() is the function that rounds positive numbers towards zero (e.g. int(4.82) = 4).
The integer m can be considered as an approximation parameter regarding time delay.

Use the notation x(tj) = xj for any integer j. In the ith interval, eq. (6.1) can be approxi-
mated as:

ẋ(t) = Aix(t) + Bixτ,i,(6.3)

where:

Ai =
1

∆t

∫ ti+1

ti

A(t)dτ, Bi =
1

∆t

∫ ti+1

ti

B(t)dτ,(6.4)

and xτ is the following approximation of the delayed term:

x(t− τ) ≈ x(ti + ∆t/2− τ) ≈ wbxi−m + waxi−m+1 = xτ,i,(6.5)

where the weights of xi−m and xi−m+1 are:

wb =
τ + ∆t/2−m∆t

∆t
,(6.6)

wa =
m∆t + ∆t/2− τ

∆t
.(6.7)

The delayed term is approximated as a weighted linear combination of the delayed discrete
values xi−m and xi−m+1. With the help of the usual Langrange remainder term, an error
estimation can be constructed in the usual way for this natural choice of weights.

The solution of eq. (6.3) for the initial condition x(ti) = xi reads:

x(t) = exp(Ai(t− ti))
(
xi + A−1

i Bixτ,i

)
− A−1

i Bixτ,i .(6.8)

Substituting t = ti+1 and using equation (6.5), xi+1 = x(ti+1) is defined as:

xi+1 = Pixi = wa, Rixi−m+1 + wbRixi−m,(6.9)

where:

Pi = exp(Ai∆t),

Ri = (exp(Ai∆t)− I)A−1
i Bi .

Here, I denotes identity matrix.

Now, according to eq. (6.9), a discrete map can be defined:

yi+1 = Ciyi,(6.10)

where the n(m + 1)-dimensional vector is yi = col(xi, xi−1, . . . , xi−m) and the coefficient
matrix has the form:
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(6.11) Ci =



Pi 0 0 . . . 0 waRi wbRi

I 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 I 0 . . . 0 0 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...

0 0 0
. . . 0 0 0

0 0 0 . . . I 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 I 0


.

The next step is to determine the transition matrix φ over the principal period T = k∆t.
This serves a finite-dimensional approximation of the monodromy operator in the infinite-
dimensional version of the Floquet theory [5, 4]. The transition matrix gives the connection
between y0 and yk in the form:

yk = φy0,(6.12)

where φ is given by coupling the solutions:

φ = Ck−1Ck−2 . . . C1C0.(6.13)

Now, the stability investigation is reduced to the problem, whether the eigenvalues of φ are
in modulus less than one [9].
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